BET
ON THE
BEST
WITH DS VIRTUAL GAMING

EN

THE STARTING SIGNAL.

ONE STEP AHEAD.

The victory run of DS Virtual Gaming started with DS Software GmbH’s launch

We don’t simply rest on our laurels; they drive us to achieve even more!

in Ansfelden, Austria, in 2003, which instantly started making waves with

VG Control, our administration program aligns itself perfectly with the require-

its strong dedication and fresh ideas. Today, it is a household name with strong

ments of our customers, and this is why DS Virtual Gaming is a top dog when it

recognition amongst countless betting shops and online gaming software

comes to user-friendliness, reliability and state-of-the-art security standards.

developers.

The best is just about good enough for us, since we only use the latest technical

Right from the get go, DS Virtual Gaming positioned itself as a distribution

standard (HTML5), you can integrate our games into your platform seamlessly.

company and comprehensive service provider that has the customer at heart;

And it goes without saying that you can count on us for prompt support.

our support, for example, is a no-nonsense setup, swift, and hassle-free for all
partners seeking to tackle issues regarding licencing and technical solutions.

SUCCESS ALL THE WAY DOWN THE LINE!

We recognise the necessity to stay up to speed with market trends and demands,

Immediate victory is awesome. Long-term success is even greater.

so we strive to reinvent ourselves at every turn and ensure that our products are

Our tried and tested top products – RACINGDOGS, RACINGDOGS+,

top choice amongst betting shops or online gambling platforms, while ensuring

RACINGHORSES, RACINGKARTS and ROULETTE – are all bestsellers that are

that our after-service is on the same par.

in it for the long haul. All games are multi-lingual to make them accessible to

STRIVING FOR MORE.

the greatest customer base possible. DS Virtual Gaming holds the exclusive
rights.

Here’s how we give that little extra nudge to make our software this successful:
All events are transmitted simultaneously via satellite. Our technology is based on

We guarantee games and bets that are watertight against manipulation and

several encrypted satellite channels that air our virtual races and draws every two

fraudulent use. This is why we use a random number generator certified by GLI

minutes. There’s a one minute delay between transmissions, meaning that a new

(Gaming Laboratories International). We know that security standards must be

game awaits your customers every single minute!

kept at all costs to ensure a long-term pleasurable gaming experience.

The works behind the curtains of our model include an Android app as well as a
sophisticated, well-thought-out point of sale cashier system.

DS Virtual Gaming is your right partner for a long-term customer bond,
because a returning customer is a satisfied customer.

OUR PRODUCT’S LICENCES:
• Malta:
B2B CRITICAL GAMING SUPPLY LICENCE
(Licence number: MGA/B2B/310/2015)
• Belgium:
E-Licence
(Licence number: E338707)
• Romania:
Class II Licence
(Decisions number: 852+853)
• United Kingdom*:
Remote Gambling Software licence and
Gaming Machine Technical: Supplier licence

OUR CERTIFICATES:
• POS Retail Device certified by GLI
• RNG certified by GLI for
RACINGDOGS, RACINGHORSES,
RACINGDOGS+, RACINGKARTS,
ROULETTE
• RACINGDOGS and RACINGHORSES
certified by ADM as ‘scommesse virtuali‘

*

onjn.gov.ro

* The application process for this licence is underway.

*

TRUE WINNERS: USPs OF
DS VIRTUAL GAMING
A RACE LIKE YOU’RE ON THE RACETRACK

Thanks to the prepaid system, revenues are channelled directly to

The ultimate gaming experience! DS Virtual Gaming uses a selection of more

the original point of sale, and that’s you!

SERVICE

than 5,000 HD videos taken from real races for a genuine track feeling.

ODDS THAT CREATE CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Your customers will come back for more! With DS Virtual Gaming products,

PLATFORM-AGNOSTIC GAMES
Diversity for your customers! All products are available on all platforms,
from desktop computers, smartphones, tablets, and so on.

the pay-out rate is between 88 % and 96 %. The intention is to keep players
on something akin to a steady payroll as this will turn satisfied players into

STATE-OF-THE-ART: HTML5

long-term faithful ones.

Up-to-date sounds just like our technical standard! As a standard, we base

CERTIFIED ODDS GENERATOR
Fairness as a sign of quality! The odds generator proofs the game against

all our online products off the latest in HTML5 technology. That means you
can seamlessly integrate all our online products into any cutting edge platform
without the headache of plug-ins.

manipulation, ensuring game enjoyment that lasts.

IF THE INTERNET IS PLAYING UP:
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

SERVICE, BUT WITHOUT COMPROMISE, PLEASE!
Even our service is hard to beat. Our technicians are thoroughbred and
equipped with all the know-how and skills to run, support and optimise our

The fastest data transmission available! Satellite transmission to all locations is

technology in no time. You can rest assured that prompt service has real

also an option so as to make sure that you don’t miss a climactic fraction of

substance at DS Virtual Gaming. Luckily, you will rarely need it.

a second in your race or a table-turning draw in your game.

TESTING, TESTING, TESTING!
YOUR REVENUE, NO MATTER WHERE PEOPLE
PLAY: PREPAID AND AFFILIATE SYSTEM

And that’s for free! We are confident we’ll win you over in the test phase of

Generating sales has never been so easy! With DS Virtual Gaming, your

time and again that what starts off as a non-binding offer usually quickly esca-

customers can place their bets from anywhere. What’s best about this?

lates to a solid partnership where everyone’s a winner.

DS Virtual Gaming. Our long-time experience in the field has demonstrated

CERTIFIED
ODDS GENERATOR
ENJOYABLE GAMES
ON ALL CHANNELS

HTML5
SATELLITE
TRANSMISSION

RACING
DOGS

DS VIRTUAL GAMING

Game interface

VIRTUAL
DOG RACES

Race

RACINGDOGS was our first brainchild to be born of our software workshop and remains the most
successful one to date. Customers can bet on dog races with six starters. Then, the outcome is randomly
taken from a cache of over 5,000 HD videos to warrant the thrills and anticipation of real life races.
Putting things into perspective, the odds generator operates by putting on a fair game in that the same
races will be played at the same time, while ensuring that life-like characters help contribute to the ultimate

Results display

racetrack feeling. Attractive pay-out rates and chances of additional winnings – such as Double Win (x2),
Triple Win (x3) and Bonus – make for long-term loyalty and satisfied customers. You also have the
option to choose whether a new game should start every one, two, three or four minutes.

Test RACINGDOGS online now!
demo.virtualgaming.com

LICENCES &
CERTIFICATES
VIDEO TRANSMISSION

Satellite

Android TV

SYSTEM FEATURES

Prepaid
& Affiliate

Android OS

DEVICE LIST

HTML 5

POS
Retail Device

Mobile
Retail Device

*

Self Service
Device

PC

*

* The application process for this licence is underway.

RACING
HORSES

DS VIRTUAL GAMING

Game interface

VIRTUAL
HORSE RACES

Race

RACINGHORSES guarantees a fast-paced betting romp: In this game, you can place your bets on any of
seven sprint horses. The competitions are played out by way of video recordings of real horse races for which
DS Virtual Gaming holds exclusive rights as with all our other products. The odds generator is also employed
in this game, and the motto ‘same time – same race’ applies as usual: The same video sequence is played
simultaneously in all locations. The real-time emulation effect is a sure way to spark quite some thrills in front
of the screens.

Results display

Once again, there is also the chance of garnering additional winnings, such as Double Win (x2), Triple Win (x3)
and our trademark Bonus. Stable returns are achieved due to high pay-out rates, egging satisfied customers
to come back for another fix. You can also toggle settings to have races start every one, two, three or four
minutes.

Test RACINGHORSES online now!
demo.virtualgaming.com
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RACING
DOGS+

DS VIRTUAL GAMING

Game interface

VIRTUAL
DOG RACES+

Race

Our first brainchild and most successful product RACINGDOGS is now available as an extended version.
RACINGDOGS+ guarantees the same level of thrill and excitement as the original product – now with 8
greyhounds and even higher winnings!
The new game impresses with its state-of-the-art design that evokes a sports channel feeling. Real HD se-

Results display

quences of races from a prestigious British racecourse in a luscious natural surrounding intensify this effect.
Needless to mention that the key elements of RacingDogs remain intact.
Those include the certified odds generator and the attractive pay-out rates along with the chances of additional winnings – such as Double Win (x2), Triple Win (x3) and Bonus.

Test RACINGDOGS+ online now!
demo.virtualgaming.com
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RACING
KARTS

DS VIRTUAL GAMING

Game interface

VIRTUAL
KART RACES

Race

RACINGKARTS: A brand-new game designed and developed by DS Virtual Gaming which adds yet
another thrill to our races-portfolio. Customers can bet on go-kart races with five participants. The
outcome is generated by a certified RNG. The result is visualized by 200+ HD video sequences of
real kart races that are recorded and produced by DS Virtual Gaming. Also here the same rule applies as
for all our games: all races are shown at the same time, everywhere.
Results display

High pay-out rates along with additional winnings – such as Double Win (x2), Triple Win (x3) and Bonus
– guarantee loyal and delighted customers. You can configure the software that a new game starts every
two, three or four minutes.

Test RACINGKARTS online now!
demo.virtualgaming.com
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ROULETTE

DS VIRTUAL GAMING

Game interface

VIRTUAL
ROULETTE

Draw

Our innovative ROULETTE software combines the advantages of the classic roulette game with stateof-the-art graphics, while gameplay controls are streamlined for ease of use. Once again, we use our tried
and tested odds generator to keep all outcomes fair and the same draw is displayed in all locations
simultaneously. This fool proof technology is meant to protect both the customer and operator from
any hitches or fraudulent activity.
Results display

Our virtual ROULETTE offers an impressive range of popular features, including series 5/8, Orphelins,
series 0/2/3, zero game, neighbours, and many more. Together with an unwavering pay-out rate of
97.3 %, players are sure to feel that they are getting the best bang for their buck.

Test ROULETTE online now!
demo.virtualgaming.com
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MORE WINNINGS –
MORE EXCITEMENT

DOUBLE WIN | TRIPLE WIN
BONUS
Give customers Double Wins and Triple Wins! Our chances of additional winnings are that extra edge that
makes our games even more attractive for your customers. The random generator selects bets throughout
the day and doubles their winnings (Double Win) or even triples them (Triple Win). When one of these randomly selected races starts, the x2 or x3 symbol is displayed on-screen, signalling to players that this is the
time when it is possible to double or triple their winnings for this race.
There’s also the added option of a bonus-win like a jackpot. If you operate out of several locations, you
have the option to name your own bonus, using it as positive advertising for you and your betting shops.

VG CONTROL:
CONTROL MADE EASY

FULL CONTROL
ANY TIME
AND ANY PLACE
On your mobile while on the road or on your computer at the office: Take control of your business from
anywhere! As a betting provider, you’ll be working with a clearly structured back-end web with numerous
yet coherent control options that allow for configuration at will: All private data relevant to the operator is
saved and displayed in Virtual Gaming Control.
Analysing Gaming behaviour and revenues are also a breeze here, as the same control panel displays all
the returns of your platform. In VG Control, you – the operator – can also adjust settings. For instance, you
can control collection activities and set revenue and win limits. Odds settings, however, cannot be changed.
VG Control is a web service you can use anywhere as long as you have access to a resilient Internet
connection. This means you are free to manage your business from wherever and whenever you choose.
Take control of the interface and start weaving some dreams!
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PRESALE MAKES
IT POSSIBLE!

BET
THE ON
BES
T

PREPAID &
AFFILIATE SYSTEM
Win extra time and profits with the prepaid & affiliate system! A new, fully integrated affiliate system,
where each partner can sell a contingent of pre-purchased credit to their customers.
The operator can allocate the credit as desired and sell it to the end customer in the form of prepaid
vouchers. This risk-free system is associated with a fixed percentage rate, which increases your profit opportunities. One more plus going your way is the better control of your business. In practical terms this means that the betting shops are only allowed to vend the allocated amount.
The player buys a prepaid card from your employee at the sales point and scans or keys in the barcode.
Now, the customer is good to go and can start betting immediately. Once the player buys the ticket, no
further hardware or time investment by your staff is needed on-site. Also, our prepaid system functions on
a computer, tablet or smartphone, allowing its employment through all channels independent of location.
Regardless of where the players decide to use their prepaid card, once it’s sold, the revenue has been
made and it stays with the original seller, and that’s you!

SALES MADE EASY –
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
AT THE COUNTER
Selling tickets has never been easier! From placing bets to the end of the wager, the POS Retail Device
is as simple as it gets. The customer tells the seller the desired combination of bets and receives a
corresponding betting slip once he has paid. Any winnings are paid out upon presenting this betting slip.
One of the cash register system’s prime advantages is that it allows for concurrent bets on the same race –
and would you expect anything less from a a real racetrack emulated experience?
The new generation of the POS Retail Device solution entails a touchscreen with integrated barcode
scanner, network connection and an adjustable base. It packs an innovative, space-saving and modular
design. Understanding and using the module and its displays is a straightforward affair. Start-up just takes
a few simple steps, saving you the headache of having to call up a technician to get you in starting. Hook
up the POS Retail Device, and your employees will instantly track themselves online, getting everyone
locked and loaded for your first betting operation!
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POS
RETAIL DEVICE
TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions (HxWxD):
19x33x23 cm
Weight: 3 kg

HTML POS
WEB RETAIL DEVICE
Our tried and tested POS system is now available as a web version. This option is the optimum solution if
you want to check out the market response to our games in your betting shops. No additional acquisition
costs are required as you can use your existing hardware. The player informs the seller about the desired
combination of bets and receives, in turn, a betting ticket as soon as he has paid. The winnings will only be
paid out if the betting slip is presented. A huge plus of this system is the possibility of simultaneous bets on
the same race. This means that in each racing cycle numerous players can bet on the same event. Obviously,
this factor multiplies the sales turnover of your betting shop and consequently your winnings.
Understanding and using the module is a smooth-running process.
The initial setup only requires few simple actions:
1. Configure your existing ticket-printer
2. Click on the internet link
3. Log in
4. Enjoy making business!
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THE CUSTOMER MAKES
HIS OWN GAME
We play by the motto: “Power to the customer!” – and that’s a huge plus: With the Self Service Device,
no additional staff will be crowding your betting shop, bar or amusement arcade. The customer himself
operates a large high-end touchscreen attached to the terminal sporting an innovative design. This
perfect multi-game terminal is state-of-the-art and can be used virtually anywhere. It comes outfitted
with high-quality casino-standard components all the way from the locking system to the current
generation of banknote reader.
Besides that, there is the possibility of integrating our terminal software as an HTML5 application into your
existing hardware.
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SELF
SERVICE
DEVICE
TECHNICAL DATA
SINGLESCREEN:
Dimensions (HxWxD):
135x56x47 cm
Weight: 72 kg

DUALSCREEN:
Dimensions (HxWxD):
171x56x47 cm
Weight: 80 kg

GAMING PLEASURE
EVERYWHERE!
Prepaid & tablet: the perfect match-up! We dare you to find anything easier than a 9.6” tablet display
for staking your bets. No need for any fixed installation in your betting shop, only the use of our prepaid
and affiliate system: The player scans or enters the barcode of the prepaid voucher, and the player can dive
right into the gaming experience with the Mobile Retail Device! All our software products run smoothly on
it and are no-brainers to operate. Your staff will have an easier time while you’ll be sparing time and resources. Also worth mentioning is that the optimal add-on for the Mobile Retail Device is the Android TV Box,
enhancing even further the racetrack atmosphere in your betting shops.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions (HxWxD):
242x150x8 mm
Weight: 495 g

WEB PLATFORM
INTEGRATION
All you have to do to use DS VG’s product range is to easily integrate the interface into your existing platform.
This will allow full access to all of our available games. The high quality of the products will upgrade your
offer for your customers. DS Virtual Gaming delivers you with the necessary content that you can effortlessly
add to your system. As all our products are developed in HTML5, no additional plug-ins are required
This also ensures that there will be no compatibility issues between differing operating systems and no
performance deficit on older devices. Once the games are integrated into your platform you are ready to
go and your customers can enjoy the variety of entertainment possibilities.
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INTEGRATION

WEB PLATFORM
STANDALONE
DS Virtual Gaming has always been keen to deliver bespoke products and services that meet our customers’
needs. One of our tailor-made solutions is the standalone installation. Our turnkey white label solution allows
the exploitation of our games even if you do not operate an own platform.
DS Virtual Gaming will provide the games on its server and deliver you with an input mask along with access
data. In this context your sole task will be the sale of prepaid vouchers. The games are designed to be fully responsive and can be offered to your customers by using a computer, tablet or smartphone.
Prepaid & Affiliate System in combination with Web Platform Standalone: the perfect match-up!
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BETTING ON THE
HIGHEST TECHNICAL
STANDARDS!
GETTING UP TO SPEED WITH HTML5!
Using the latest technical standard goes without saying for DS Virtual Gaming! We use HTML5 because
it allows us to seamlessly integrate all our online products in any website – without plug-ins. This facilitates
pairing between the interface and graphic design at one end with your visual presentation at the other.
What’s more, any Internet-enabled device is easily added to the network and becomes an operating device.
At the same time, HTML5 is downward compatible, allowing you to also use older devices.
This allow for trouble-free and better presentation, which also ensures a smoother game flow.
If you have no platform of your own, we’ll be happy to throw in a ready-made system in the package. In this
case, you’ll only have to concern yourself with the sale of prepaid cards. The games are programmed to be
fully responsive and can be fired up via computer, tablet or smartphone.

HIGHEST
STANDARDS

ANDROID
TV BOX
RACETRACK FEELING IN REAL-TIME
The intelligent live experience with the Android TV Box hardware: A new race starts every one, two, three or
four minutes. Android TV Box puts your customers in control of the show as it unfolds as an interactive
TV experience, since specially adapted “sports channels” are aired. The Android TV Box uses the latest
in streaming technology to offer a more user-friendly and cutting edge real-time transmission of
RACINGDOGS, RACINGDOGS+, RACINGHORSES, RACINGKARTS or ROULETTE, as always, displaying
everything concurrently to all locations.
Back-up has also been thought out. Let’s say that Internet connection is a little slower in some regions.
In order to bring all ends up to speed, the videos can be played straight from the integrated memory.

TV CONTENT
EVERYWHERE

SATELLITE
TRANSMISSION
SIMULTANEOUS AND RELIABLE
The satellite brings the deal to your customers – This means that every event is made readily available for
everyone at the same time, regardless of location. Our technology is based on several encrypted satellite
channels that air our virtual races and draws every two minutes. These are delayed by one minute each,
and a new offer is spliced in every minute.
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Receiver, satellite antenna, CF module (Alphacrypt), decryption card

THE SAME GAME
EVERYWHERE
THE VIRTUAL BETTING AND
GAMING PROCESS
No matter where you are – your customers will
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enjoy gaming exactly the same! Games and odds

Berlin

are synchronised in all locations – whether you
happen to be in Rome, Paris or a small suburb, your
customers always bet on the same games with the
same odds. That means that all players, regardless of

13:00

geo-location, can tap into the same action-packed
communal event for some shared thrills.
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13:00
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HOW THE GAME GETS
TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

Web Retail Device

ALL CHANNELS AND TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES
AT A GLANCE
POS Retail Device
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Odds and video
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Video
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TEST US!
WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD
TO THE RESULT!
We dare to bet: If you try our games just once,
you’ll bag your win.
Our virtual gaming products for dog, horse and gokart races as well as roulette are built to complement
your betting shop or your online platform to a tee.
The software is designed to keep customers
satisfied and coming back for more, mainly thanks
to error-free game progressions, and the optimal,
lucrative results. We prioritise professional service
homing in on the customer’s needs. We express
pride and confidence in our products as being
sophisticated and well-engineered enough to be
at the forefront of the market. And yet, we have no
intention of slacking as we’re always light on our
feet, with our attention turned towards developing

and improving our products at every turn.
Still need some more assurance? We’re happy
to offer customised test packages without any
commitment on your part. Find out for yourself
and test DS Virtual Gaming now!
How to win with games of DS Virtual Gaming:
• Contact us anytime at www.virtualgaming.com,
no strings attached! We’re happy to answer your
questions.
• We don’t fear competition and will put together
tailor-made test packages based on your needs
and requests.
• Our unique games are sure to reel in customers
and keep them hooked for a long time to come,
warranting long-term profitable revenues!

BET ON THE BEST!
WITH DS VIRTUAL GAMING.

DS Virtual Gaming | www.virtualgaming.com
DS Virtual Gaming doo | Str. Prashka No. 23 | 1020 Skopje | Macedonia
DS Virtual Gaming ltd | Abacus Business Centre, Level 1 | Dun Karm Street | B‘Kara Bypass | BKR 9037 Birkirkara | Malta
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